
Privacy Statement 

FDN Vertalingen, established at Kastanjestraat 289, in 4462 VD Goes, and registered 
at the Chamber of Commerce in Middelburg as M.C.A. van den Broek, is responsible 
for personal data processing as referred to in this Privacy Statement. FDN 
Vertalingen complies with the Dutch General Data Protection Regulation (Algemene 
Verordening Gegevensbescherming) and personal data are treated carefully and in a 
secure manner. 

Contact Details 

Address:   Kastanjestraat 289, 4462 VD Goes 
Telephone no.:  06-129 244 83 
Email address:  mvandenbroek@zeelandnet.nl 

Personal Data Processed by Us 

FDN Vertalingen processes your personal data since you use our services. Below 
please find an overview of the personal data processed by us when you use our 
services: 

• First and last name 

• Address details 

• Telephone number 

• Email address 

Our Purposes and Grounds for Processing your Personal 
Data 

FDN Vertalingen processes your personal data for the following purposes: 

- To process your payment 
- In order to call you, or to email you if so required to perform our services 
- To inform you about changes in our services and products 
- FDN Vertalingen also processes personal data if we are required by law to do so, as 
applies to details we require to file our tax returns. 

Automated Decision Making 

FDN Vertalingen does not take decisions based on automated processing with regard 
to matters that may have consequences, or even serious consequences, to persons. 

 

 



How Long do we Keep Personal Data? 

FDN Vertalingen does not retain your personal data any longer than strictly required 
to achieve the purposes for which it collected your details.  

Sharing Personal Data with Third Parties 

FDN Vertalingen does not sell your data to third parties and will exclusively provide 
these if so required to perform our agreement with you, or to meet a legal 
obligation. We conclude a Processing Agreement with companies that process your 
data on our behalf in order to guarantee a similar level of security and confidentiality 
in respect of your data. FDN Vertalingen will remain responsible for such processing. 

Cookies, or Similar Technologies 

FDN Vertalingen does not use cookies or similar technologies. 

Access to, Alteration, or Deletion of Data 

You are entitled to inspect, correct, or delete your personal data. Moreover, you are 
entitled to withdraw any consent given for data processing, or to object to 
processing of your personal data by FDN Vertalingen, and you are entitled to data 
portability.  
This means that you can submit a request to us to send your personal data in our 
possession in a computer file to yourself or to an organisation designated by. You 
can file a request for inspection, correction, deletion, or data portability of your 
personal data, or a request to withdraw your consent, or an objection to personal 
data processing to mvandenbroek@zeelandnet.nl. 

How we Protect Personal Data 

FDN Vertalingen is committed to protection of your personal data and takes 
appropriate measures to counter abuse, loss, unauthorized access, unsolicited 
disclosure, and unauthorized alteration. Nevertheless, if you believe that your data 
have not been protected properly or if you suspect abuse, please contact us on 
mvandenbroek@zeelandnet.nl. 


